
NST DAY BARCELONA I. 13/03/2005. 
 
 
 Participants: 
 
- Samuel Pfeffel (Israel, living in Amsterdam) 
- Vincenzo Granato (Italy, living in Slovenia) 
- Sergi Cerni Estrada (Barcelona) 
- Eloi Isern Rabella (Barcelona) 
- Benedetta Bocardi (Italy, living in Brussels) 
- Jorge Montenegro (Guatemala, living in Barcelona) 
- Luciano Pietrafesa (Barcelona) Instructor 

 
 
The NST day took place at c/ Blanco 17, Barcelona. It is a nice photo studio at Sants 
neighbourhood. 
  
We began working at 10.40 hrs introducing ourselves saying who we are, where are 
we coming from and which is our aim for today’s work. None of the participants, with 
the exception of Jorge Montenegro, had attended a GC or GC related course.  
 
It took sometime to tune the OST guitars. 
 
During the morning session we worked on several types of Circulations and the 1st 
and 2nd Primaries were presented. A lot of work on the new hands.  Before the lunch 
brake we moved a bit towards music.  
 
Lunch from 14.25 to 15.30. We went for sandwiches at a place nearby. 
 
The afternoon session began with clapping moving gradually into Thrak with guitars. 
After a brake we reviewed the material presented in the morning, I introduced the 3rd 
and 4th Primary. A hot Bugaluga arise and there was a remarkable moment when we 
stood up and the circle was invited to move around the room, the music was very 
strong. We came back to the circle and while we were still playing Aspiration was 
presented. At 17.46 the Circle played the last note. We made a 5 minutes brake and 
we met back without guitars for a short final meeting. Few comments and very good 
questions ref how to continue working. 
I gave a brief overview of the upcoming courses and the NST was completed at 
18.10 hrs.  
 
A strong sense of a Guitar Circle begining in Barcelona. 
 
       
 
  


